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ECONOMIC RESE.~RCH CENTER PUBLICA.TIONS POLICY 

The Economic Research Center was established as an integral part of 
the University of Hawaii by Act 150 of the 1959 Legislative Session. Its 
functions, as prescribed by law, are: 

"1. To evaluate and secure evidence on the economic effects of proposed 
and enacted legislation. 

2. To perform basic economic research necessary for the operations of 
various government agencies. 

3. To perform continuing economic and statistical research for the 
welfare of the community as a whole. 

4. To evaluate the effects of national legislation and national and 
international developments on the economy of Hawaii. 

5. To promote understanding of our economy." 

AS a university research agency, the Economic Research Center seeks to 
perform these functions in an entirely objective manner. This means the 
approach in each case must be from the viewpoint of the general welfare and 
not from that of any social, economic, or political interest group. 

Ea.ch research study is carried out under the direction of a person 
judged to be professionally competent according to usual academic standards. 
In keeping with the tenets of academic freedom, the Economic Research Center 
encourages the full and free development of views on the part of its research 
personnel, subject to the broad constraint of maintaining scientific objectivity. 
Such a policy means that any opinions expressed are those of the authors alone 
and do not necessarily represent the views of the University of Hawaii nor 
any of its administrative or academic subdivisions. 
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FOREWORD 

The sugar and pinea.pple indust:des have been the t:ra.ditional mainstays 

of the Hawaiian economy. In terms of value of output, source of income 

and employm.e.nt, and contribution to public revenue, sugar has been the 

leading single productive activity in Hawaii; with pineapple closely behind. 

In recent years, the sharp expausion. of defense-related and tourist exp·en• 

dftures has brought increasing prominence to these areas as major income 

and· emplo;vmen.t sou:i:-ces for the local economy. However, the effects of 

military and_ tourist spending are really dtspersed. among a wide variety 

of economtc sectors, none of which yet is comparable to sugar or pineapple 

:l.n terms of economic impact. 

Along with the growing economic signi.fic:ance of defense and tourist 

exptmditures, there has occurred a slackening in the growth rates of the 

sugar and pineapple industries. ~'hile a certain degree of diversification 

:l.s to be expected a-nd may ev,,m he desirable as a region achieves increasing 

economic and pol:i.tical maturity, the problems of the industries which face 

readjustment in this process should not: be mirdm:l.zed. 

In the Ame:r.:tcan. entt-irprise tradit:i.oni the majority of these problems 

a.re resolve? by the firms and industries involved. Occasionally, the 

problems are of community or economy-wide nature and require the attention 

of public officialsQ In the case of sugar and pineapple, one of the primary 

public l.ssue5 that ha.s been brought to the attention of legislators is that 

of an adjustment in state excise tax rates levied on these industries. 

'Ib.e Economic Research Center tvas requested by the state legislature 

to brir,g together and e.nalyze the, relevant data on these two industries to 

provide the :foctual. basis upon which public policy dec.isions IlnlSt ultimately 
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be made .. The task has proved challenging and difficult and has indeed 

revealed a surprising lack of information or informed opinion on subjects 

that are of such obvious interest to the people of this state. This report 

contains the basic information and major findings of the research on the 

current problems of th~ sugar industry .. Another report of the Economic 

Research Center is directed toward the problems of the pineapple industry. 

It should be strongly emphasized that both reports are prelimina:ry 

or interim in nature and that the findings must be regarded as highly 

tentative and subject to considerable future modification on the basis of 

further research into these areas. A l\lajor limitation of this preliminary 

report on sugar was that because of its time of issuance, it was not possible 

to examine essential data for 1961. It should be noted that because of the 

strike in 1958, conditions in the ;Industry from 1958 to 1960 cannot be con-· 

sidered normal and that 1961 would be a more normal year. 

The Economic Research Center hopes to overcome these and other limi ... 

tations of this report in more definitive studies of the economic status of 

these industries in the future. But policy-makers and others who •Y wisb. 

to evaluate the findings of this report should be forewarned as to its 

limitations. 

Honolulu, Hawaii 
February 16, 1962 

Shelley M. Mark 
Director 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report attempts to study the current status of the Hawaiian sugar 

industry and to analyse the equity and possible need for a reduction of the 

general excise tax on sugar in the State of Hawaii. Part I explains how the 

U.S. sugar quota system works, the nature of compliance payments, and how 

prices of sugar are determined. The operation of world sugar agreements and 

the impact of the current Cuban situation on U.S. sugar policy are not dis

cussed in this paper except when they are related to the Hawaiian scene. It 

is assumed throughout this paper that in the foreseeable future, Hawaii will 

be able to keep its current basic quota and share in any increase in U.S. 

sugar consumption requrements due to population incr~ases. It is hoped that 

in a long-term study, of which this paper is only a part, international, na

tional, as well as Hawaiian sugar problems, and their interrelationships will 

be more thoroughly analysed. 

Part II describes the structure of the Hawaiian sugar industry and the 

problems it faces today. Part III gives the history of the general excise 

tax on sugar, a discussion of the equity of such a tax, an analysis of the 

possible need for tax reduction, and an inquiry into whether a tax reduction 

will help the Hawaiian economy. A brief swmna.ry of findings follows Part III. 

In preparing this report, the author has received full cooperation from 

the State of Hawaii Department of Taxation, especially Mr. James Nishikawa, 

assistant to the tax commissioner, the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association, 

the five sugar agencies and various sugar companies. To them, the author 

wishes to express his sincere appreciation. All the facts given in this paper 

have been carefully checked with the relevant sources. Of course, the res

ponsibility of any possible error still rests with the author. 
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THE AMERICAN SUGAR INDUSTRY 

· The Unit~"",.~tates has the highest per capita consumption of sugar· in the 

world. Roushly 45 per cent -of the u.s. demand for sugar is satisfied by imports 

from foreign countries. Prior to the breaking. up of th~ u.s.-Cuban relationship, 

about one•third of the sugar consumed in the United States came from Cuba, and 

another ten per cent from the Philippines. Since 1960, the unused Cuban quota 
' . 

has been allotted under the discretion of the President of the United States 

on a non•quota, temporary basis to a number of foreign countries, including 

the Philippines. A new sugar act, with provisions for more permanent arrange• 

ments, is being drafted and will be reenacted in June, 1962. 

The u.s. quota system started to operate in 1934 with passage of the 

Jones-Costigan Act. Later sugar acts and amendments thereof changed some of 

the procedures by which U.S. consumption requrements are estimated and quotas 

established. However, the main objectives remain unchanged. 

Under the current system, the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to 

determine near the end of each calendar year the U.S. sugar consumption re• 

quirements of the next year, and to allot quotas to the various domestic pro• 

ducing areas and to foreign countries. In determining annual consumption 

requirements, the Secretary has to keep in mind that such a quantity should 

be marketed at a price which would not be excessive to consumers and which 

would maintain and protect the welfare-of the domestic sugar industry. He 

may revise yearly estimates and quotas '..whenever necessary during any calendar 

year. 

The 1956 amendment to the 1948 Sugar Act established the basic quotas 

which are still in use. For estimated sugar consumption requirements of 

8,350,000 tons (short tons, raw value) or less, fixed quotas of 4,444,000 tons 
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and 980,000 tons respectively are to be allotted to the U.S. domestic areas 

and the Philippines. The remainder is to be distributed in the ratio of 96 

per cent to Cuba and 4 per cent to foreign countries other than Cuba and the 

Philippines. When requirements are over the basic figure of 8,350,000 tons, 

55 per cent of the excess goes to domestic areas, while the rest is divided 

among Cuba and other foreign countries excluding the Philippines. Hawaii's 

quota is fixed at 1,052,000 tons when U.S. sugar consumption requirement is 

8,350,000 tons or less. When the conslllllption requirement is over 8,350,000 

tons, Hawaii will share in the domestic portion (55 per cent) of the excess, 

after the first 188,000 tons go to domestic beet and mainland cane sugar, Puerto 

Rico and Viiigin Islands. The exact distribution of quotas is shown in Table 1. 

In case any area is unable to produce and deliver its full quota of sugar 

during any calendar year, such deficiency is to be prorated among other areas 

on the basis of their respective quotas and ability to supply the deficiency • 

The 1960 amendment of the 1948 Sugar Act, however, specifies that the prora

tion of domestic deficits which would have gone to Cuba may be allocated to 

domestic areas which are able to provide additional sugar. Table 2 gives the 

basic and adjusted (i.e., after proration) sugar quotas, including unused Cuban 

quotas from J.958 to 1961. The allocation of the unused Cuban quotas for 1960 

and 1961 is presented in Table 3~ 

The quotas mentioned above include raw sugar as well as sugar for direct 

consumption measured in terms of raw sugar equivalent. The law limits the por

tion of sugar which may be admitted from each foreign country and offshore area 

in liquid or refined form. The above-mentioned quotas, however, do not cover 

quotas for the amounts of sugar which may be refined and marketed for local 

consumption in Hawaii. and Puerto Rico. The latter quotas are announced separately 

by the Department of Agriculture. The local consumption quota for Hawaii in 

1960 was about 43,000 tons. 
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TABLE 1 

DISTRIBUTION OE MSIC U.S. S~AE. QUOTAS 

a/ First 8,350,000 short tons, raw value:-

Domestic 
Domestic beet 
Mainland cane 
Hawaii 
Puerto Rico 
Virgin Islands 

Total domestic areas 

Foreign 
Philippines 
Cuba 
O.ther foreign 

To,tal· foreign:• .. areas 

Total quotas 

Excess over 8,350,000 tons 

1,800,000 
500,000 

1,052,000 
1,080,000 

12.000 
4,444,000 

980,000 
2,808,960 

1171040 
3,906,000 

81350.000 

tons 

tons 

tons 

tons 

tons 

Domestic (55% of the excess) 
First 165,000 tons domestic beet (51.5%) and mainland 

cane (48.5%) 
Next 20,000 tons Puerto Rico 
Next 3,000 tons Virgin Islands 
Any amount over 188,000 tons divided prorata among all 

domestic areas in proprotion 
to quotas adjusted with the 
above additions 

b/ 
Foreign- (45% of the excess) 

Cuba 
Mexico 
Dominican Republic 
Peru 
Others 

Total 

29.59% 
s.10 
4.95 
4.33 
1.03 

45.00% 

.!.~Quotas for domestic areas and the Philippines are fixed. Any amount 
over 5,424,000 tons (up to the basic figure of 8,350,000 tons) is divided 96% 
to Cuba and 4% to foreign countries other than Cuba and the Philippines. 

}?./.Effective Jan. 1, 1957. In 1956, -the distribution was 43.2% to 'Cuba 
and 1.8% to the other countries. 

. 
Sources: Special Study on Sugar, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Feb. 

14,, 1961; and HSPA Sugar Manual, Hawaiian Sugar Planters I Association, revised, 
June, 1961. 
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TABLE 2 

BASIC AND ADJUSTED SUGAR QUOTAS 1958 fO 1961 

=· =: ---· . . - T. :. ·Basi.~ ~as-:-fin:r-======. . · = :==.;:. ·=-. ~. . n:=• Area · __ (.§J_·--·-~·-*-~-·---··-----"'"'!"""~"T""'"··-
. 1958 1959 . 1960 .~19~6~· ~--. --·-~sil~r't-1::~ri.;-~~~·a"i;.;-·-•--~*--- .. • ___ , --· ... -----l!flla-~..:i,;,, _ _J__,...,.,___.,..,........,,, ____ ... ~,,,,_ ...... ..t... ___ ~11-'------~--""·-·--· _, .... -----~--~ -

P..2~1£ 
Domestic beet 
M:a.i.n.land cane 
Hawaii 
Puerto Ric.o 
Virgin Ish.nds 

Total domestic a:eeas 

Fo:rei,a-g, 
Philippines 
Cuba 
Other foreign 

Total foreign areas 
TOTAL QUOTAS 

Unu.sed Cuban quota 
TOTAL REQUIREMENTS 

Area __ .. ________ , _______ _ 
Qz~.!.£, 

Domestic beet 
Mai.nland cans 
Hawaii 
Puerto R:tco 
Virgin Islands 

Tota.1 domes tic areas 

Forei:fil1 
Philippines 
Cuba 
Other foreign 

Total Foreign area.s 
TOTAL QUOTAS 

Ur.msed Stiban quota 
TOTAL REQ,JIRhi'.fENTS 

1>998~717 
615 ,02.l} 

1,115~4,79 
1,166,37.5 
--~ 15,,1905 
4,911,500 

980,000 
3,060/+75 
~~ 
4~288:i500 
9,200,000 

0 
9,200,000 

2,292,488 
720,805 
700,000 
815,000 

--·-~ 4,534,l 393 

980,000 
3,1.i.T/ ,582 
_?,79 :.}.Q!J5..I 
4., 696, 886.'.:/ 
9i231,279~/ 

0 
9,200i000 

2, 0l:-3, 4-80 
628,799 

1,140,462 
.1, J.92~498 

16 261 --~ 5,021~500 

.980~000 
3) 119,655 

-~ 
l~,378,500 
9,L}00,000 

0 
9,400JOOO 

2}267,665 
697,783 
977 ~970· 
969~875 

__ }:.?, ,, l~P:I. 
4,925~698 

980,000 
3~215,457 
~-~filt.5. 
4,/.i-7h,,302 
9,400~000 

0 
9$400~000 

2/2.67,301 
697,670 

1,265,375 
1;323,111 
__ llt_Ol~~. 
Ss;,571~500 

980,000 · 
2,419,655!/ 
_#,_!i,32 2 94i 
3,832,600 
9,404,100 

995~900 
10,400,000 

2~514,945 
773,873 
940,444-
893,620 

-~ 
5,131,500 

980,000 
2,419,655~/ 
·- ,432, 945 
3~832,600 
8,964,100 

l~A35~ 900 
10,400,000 

2'~117,773 
670,U.2 

1,215,410 
1, 270,81i$ 

17,,330 
5,.351,500 

980:,000 
0 

_37li30.a, 
1,351,305 
6$702,805 

3,297,195. 
10,000,000 

196la{ -.:. 

2,609,170 
715~000 

1,030·,ooo 
980,000 

171·330 
5,351,500 

980~000 
0 

37lz305· 
1,351,305 
61702,805 

3,2971195 
10,000,000 

:=:/Basic quotas, as t1nu.ounced Apr:Ll 1~ 1961; adjusted quotas as announced 
July 31~ 1961~ 

b/Inc}.udes J.9~ tons for balance of 1960 after ..luly 6 as estab'lished 
by Pr-;-clamation No. 3355. 

;:/This :i.s .'.11.1Z.Z.2. tons larger. than "basic", above, because Peru acceded to 
the Internat:Lona.1 Sugar Agreement :1.n. November 1958. This entitled Peru to enter 
its full 'be.sic prorat:i.on for the year even though the difference between her basic 
proration and the. non-member limit pursuant to the Agreementhad been prorated to 
other full duty countries before her accession occurred. 

Som:·ce: §_ll_g.!U;.eE._orJ:.:E.., Sugar D:i.vi.sion~ u. s. Dept. of Agriculture, Oct. 1961 p.42. 
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TABLE 3 

ALLO™ENT OF UN USED CUBAN QUOTAS, 1960 TO 1961 
(Short t01i.s, raw value) 

Country 1960 

Philippines 176,426 
Peru 135,000 
Dominican Republic 321,857 
Mexico 284,628 
Nicaragua 22,000 
Haiti 26,567 
Netherlands 6,129 
China (Formosa) 6,258 
Panama 6,258 
Costa Rica 6,267 
Canada 1,657 
United Kingdom 1,355 
Belgium \ 478 
HongKong 8 
British West Indies and British Guiana 92,765 
El Savador 6,000 
Guatemala 6,000 
Brazil 100,347 
Ecuador 0 
Colombia 0 
French West Indies 0 
Australia 0 
Paraguay 0 
India 0 
Not authorized for entry 235 1900 

1961,!/ 

490,731 
514,870 -
222,723 
589,591 

25,897 
37,005 
5,851 

166,048 
6,020 

26,282 
1,266 
1,034 
1,453 

27 
265,923 

12,000 
17,000 

306,474 
36,000 
46,000 
75,000 
90,000 
5,000 

175,000 
180 3 000 

Total 11 435 2900 3 3 297 3 195 

~/As of October 23, 1961. 

Source: Sugar Reports, ·,u: , '01v1s, , IL:.::. Department of Agriculture, 
October 1961, p. 43 • 
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Traditionally, the United States;levies a duty on the importation of sugar 

from foreign countries. Cuban sugar, up to 1960, paid a tariff 20 per cent be• 

low the full rate. Since 1956, the Ph:i.lippines have been paying a tariff on 

sugar which is scheduled to gradually increase from 5 per cent of the Cuban 

rate to the full duty level in 1974. ,All other countries pay the full duty 

which at present is 62.5 cents per 100~',pounds raw value. 

There is also a processing tax under the U.S. sugar quota system. The 

tax is levied on domestically produced and imported sugar at a rate equivalent 

to 50 cents per 100 pounds raw value. The proceeds of this tax is used to 

make compliance payments to producers ln domestic areas in return for meeting 

the followiµg conditions: (1) the payinent of not less than officially determined 

wages, (2) the observance of restrictions on employment of child labor, (3) the 

adjustment and control of production and ~rketing under the determination of 

the Secretary of Agriculture, and (4) the payment of not less than officially 

determined minitQ.um prices for sugar beE!ts and sugar canes to growers. 

Compliance Payments 

Compliance payments vary with the, size of the producers. The marginal 

rate of payment per 100 pounds raw value gradually drops from 80 cents for 

smaller -Qutputs to 30 cents for outputs of over 30,000 tons. The relationship 

between compliance payments and, the size of production is given in Table 4. 

It is the contention of the sugar industry that the compliance payments 

are not benefit payments or subsidies. 1 It is argued that they represent a 

1see, for example, HSPA Sugar Manual, Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association, 
revised edition, June 1961, p. 41, and,'Slator M. Miller, "Hawaiian Sugar-Present 
and Future," a talk given to the Honolulu Rotary Club, Sept. 12, 1961, p. 7. 
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TABLE 4 

COMPLIANCE PAYMENTS AS RELATED TO SIZE OF PRODUCTION 
(Cents per 100 pounds raw value) 

Output , 

Less than 350 tons 

350-700 tons 

700-1,000 tons 

1,000-1,500 tons 

1,500-3,000 tons 

3,000~6,000 tons 

6,000-12,000 tons 

12,000-30,000 tons 

Over ~0,000 tons 

Payments 

80 

75 

70 

60 

55 

52.5 

50 

47.5 

30 

Source: Sugar Division, Department of Agriculture' 
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return, either partially or more than the amount paid,of the processing tax 

conditioned on the fulfillment of certain requirements. The opinion of the 

Department of Agriculture, however, is that "at a given level of quotas, an 

excise tax reduces the income to both the foreign and domestic sugar growers 

and processors by the amount of the tax, assuming the quotas are filled. But 

the anticipated effects of the excise.tax on growers' and processors' incomes 

are considered when (annual sugar consumption) requirements are determined and 

this results in the establishment of lower quotas than would exist in the absence 

of the tax, with consequent upward effects on sugar prices and shifting of the 

burden to consumers. 112 By reistricting the quotas on imports and domestic pro• 

duction of sugar, the Department of Agriculture has in effect raised the price 

of sugar sufficiently so that consumers bear the burden of the tax. It follows 

that since consumers have alt~eady paid the tax in the form of higher prices, 

any payment out of tax proceeds involves a subsidy, although the subsidy may 

be conditioned on the fulfillment of certain requirements. 

Determination of Sugar Prices 

The U.S. price of sugar, raw or refined, is directly affected by the 

quota system and the tariff ievied on sugar. A "premium" of over two dollars 

per 100 poi.irids .raw value as compared to the price in the "world free market" 

has been maintained in recent years. However, it must be cautioned that the 

price of sugar in the "world free market 11 may not be representative of the price 

which would have prevailed undE:!l: worldwide free trade. This is because about 

60 per cent of the world trade in sugar moves under special arrangements such 

2special Study on Sugar, a report of the Special Study Group on Sugar of 
the u.s. Department of Agriculture, Feb. 14, 1961, p. 23. Words in parenthesis 
added. 
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as the U.S. quota system, so that the "world free market" price is actually set 

by the smaller portion of the total volmne. The price premitnn received by British 

Commonwealth sugar producers is approximately the same as the price premium accru

ing to U.S. domestic areas and foreign suppliers under the U.S. system. Pre

ferential arrangements in other groups of countries have similar effects on 

sugar prices. The elimination of restriction on the production and movement 

of sugar throughout the world would probably raise the price of sugar in the 

world market above what it is now, with consequent price reductions in the cur-
3 

rently protected countries. 

The pricing of sugar in the United States is very complicated. Raw sugar 

prices at t~e New York Coffee and Sugar Exchange are determined by the interplay 

of demand and supply, subject to the influence of the Department of Agriculture 

through its program of restricting production and imports. Not all of the raw 

sugar refined in the United States, however, is traded on the New York exchange. 

Some sugar mills send their raw sugar directly to a cooperatively-owned refinery 

and are remunerated on the basis of net sales proceeds of refined sugar after 

the deduction of all refinery costs including operating, shipping and marketing 

costs, and an allowed r~turn on capital stock. In this case, the payment re

ceived on a ton of raw sugar may be quite different from the price quoted in 

the New York exchange. 

New York raw sugar prices do not apply to beet sugar because the production 

4 
process does not require the intennedL;1te stage o,f raw beet sugar. Beet sugar 

processors pay independent growers a price on beet which takes into consideration 

3see Special Study on Sugar, op. cit., pp. 23-29. 

4For a discussion of production and processing of beet sugar, see Jack T. 
Turner, Marketing of Sugar, Indiana University School of Business Study No. 38, 
1955, pp. 22-44. 
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both the price of refined sugar and the processing, transportation and selling 

costs of the processors. This price is subject to review by the Department of 

Agriculture as one of the conditions for compliance payments. A similar method 

is used in determining payments to independent cane growers. 

The wholesale refined sugar prices in the various regions of the United 

States are established uader the basing point system. Customarily, the sea

board cane refining centers serve as the bases. These centers include San 

Francisco, Houston, New Orleans, Savannah, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, 

and Boston. Within each region, the sugar is sold at the basing point price 

s 
plus freight charges from the base to the point of delivery. 

Phantom freight or freight absorption may arise because of the fact that 

the wholesale price of refined sugar is the same in each city regardless of 

where the sugar comes from. A refiner may collect a phantom freight if his 

actual cost of shipping is lower than the freight charges from the base. On 

the other hand, he may absorb a part of the freight if his actual shipping 

cost is higher 

Although fully refined sugar derived from beets or cane are identical, 

beet refiners formerly sold their product at a price slightly below that es• 

tablished for cane sugar. The consumers have gradually accepted beet sugar 

as a substitute for cane suga~ and the price differential is disappearing. In 

addition, increased competition from beet an the •Pacific Coast since 

6 about 1958 has resulted in lower beet and cane sugar prices. 

51bid. pp. 188-191. 

6special Study on Su~, op. cit., pp. 36-40. 
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The New York wholesale refined sugar prices are often quoted as being 

representative for the whole nation. The Department of Agriculture, in deter

mining annual consumption requirements, tries to maintain a proper relationship 

between New York prices and the general cost of living. This is done by making 

allowance for inventories of sugar on harid, population and other demand factors, 

the level and trend of consumer purchasing power, and anticipated effects of 

the determination of requirements on sugar prices. The movement of retail sugat 

prices since 1947 has generally been in line with changes in food and other 

retail prices (see Table 5). For example, in 1960, the average U.S. retail 

price of sugar was 21 per cent over that of the base period, 1947-1949, as 

compared with an increase in price of 20 per cent for all foods and of 26 per 

cent for all retail items over the same period. On the other hand, the whole

sale price of sugar has increased faster than that of all foods (18 per cent 

vs. 6 per cent). Consequently, the margin between retail refined and raw sugar 

prices has not increased as much as the farm to retail price spreads on other 

foods. 
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TABLE 5 
• 

PRICES OF SUGAR, OF ALL FOODS, AND OF ALL RETAIL ITEMS , 1947-1960 

. ..... == = ·==== -~ 
Raw $ugar ~=h!1ed Syji~£ All Foods All Items 

Calendar Duty Pa:i.d Wholesale Retail Wholesale/Retail Retail 
Year New York Ne~ YorJ.JYu.s. Av. U.S. Av.~ u.s. Av. U.S. Av. 

JtEic~s (cent~ per Eound) 

1947 6.22 8.29 9 .. 73 
1948 5g56 7.76 9.37 
1949 5.81 7.97 9.53R/ 
l.950 5e93 8 .. 00 9. 75 · 
1951 6.06 8038 10012 
1952 6.26 8.62 10.31 
1953 6.29 8~72 10 .. 56 
1954 6.09 8. 72 10 .. 52 
1955 5.95 8.59 10.42 
1956 6.09 8.77 10.57 
1957 6.24 9.15 11.03 
1958 6.27 9~27 11 .. 26 
1959 6e24 9.33 ll.43 

• 1960 6.30 9.4-3 11.63 

P!i_Ee Index (1947-49=100) 

1947 106. lOL~ 102 98 96 96 
1948 95 97 98 106 104 103 
1949 99 100 100 96 110 102 
1950 101 100 102 98 101 103 
1951 103 105 106 110 113 111 
1952 107 108 108 109 115 114 
1953 107 109 111 104 113 114 
1954 104 109 llO 104 113 115 
1955 102 107 1.09 101 111 114 
1956 104 110 111 101 112 116 
1957 106 114 115 104 115 120 
1958 107 116 117 110 120 124 
1959 106 117 119 104 118 125 
1960 107 118 121 106 120 126 

' 
fJ:./Gross subject to 2 percent cash discounto 

' '!ifBeginning January 1950, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports price 
on 5-pound package; price shoWL11. is pound equivalent:. 

Source: s.1:18!1.F Re:eo~, Sugar Division, u.s,. Department of Agriculture, 
Oct .. 1961, P~ 34. 
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II. THE SUGAR INDUSTRY OF HAWAII 

Structure of Industu 

The Hawaiian sugar industry is composed of 27 plantations and over 1*200 

independent growerse The plantations own almost 60 per cent of the cane-growing 

land in Hawaii and lease another 36 per cent from 221 lessors, including the 

State of Hawaii. The remaining 4 per cent is owned by independent growers, 

who also lease or sublease a small amount of land from the plantations. The 

distribution of sugar land in terms of utilization and ownership is shown in 

Table 6. 

)l:n terms of production, independent growers produce about 8 per cent of 

the sugar cane grown in Hawaii. This cane is hauled to varioua plantation 

mills for processing under a special .contract. The raw sugar so produced goes 

through the regular channels of refining and marketing, and is listed as part · 

of the production of the plantations. 

' 
Twenty five of the 27 plantation companies are represented by five agencies, 

~~ 

the so-called 11Big--Five" factors, which own part or, in many cases, a large 
7 

majority of their stock. Of the remaining two plantations, one is represented 

by a trust company while the other is independent. The agencies provide a 

variety·of setvices to the plantations, such as technical, financial, accounting. 

buying, and shipping services. The 1959 and 1960 production figures of the 

plantations, grouped under the various factors are given in Table 7. 

7see Vernon A. Mund and Fred c. Hung, Interlocking Relationships il.:i. Hawaii 
and Public Regulation of Ocean Transportation, Economic Research Center, University 
of Hawaii, 1961, especially pp. 33 and 58. 
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TABLE 6 

TENURE OF SUGAR I.AND~/ (UNIT: ACRES) 

Land Utilized in Growing Plantation Cane: 

1. Owned in fee simple 

2. Leased (from 221 lessors) 

Total 

Land Utilized in Growing Cane by 1,284 
Independent Growers and Adherent Planters: 

lG Plantation-owned land leased to plantert 

2. Plantation-leased land subleased to plant~rs 

3. Planter-owned land or land leased by 
planters from outside source 

Total 

Total land utilized 

151,224 

92,334 

243,558 

4,798 

2,446 

11,498 

18,742 

262,300 

a/ 
-Figures include attributable land such as mill sites and 

roads. 

Source: HSPA Sugar Manual, Hawaiian Sugar Planters' 
Association, revised, June 1961, p. 17. 
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TADLE 7 

PRODUCTION OF llAWAllAN SUGAR PL1\NTATIONS, 1959 AND 1960 
(In short tons, raw value) 

========-,====:-•. -
Agencies and Plantations 
Alexander & llal<lwin, LcJ. 

Hawaiian Connnercial & Sugar Co., Ltd. 
Kahuku Plantation Company 
McHrydc Sugar Company, Ltd. 

Total 
American Factors, Ltd. 

Kekaha Sugar Co., Ltd. 
Lihue Plantation Co., Ltd., The 
Oahu Sugar Co., Ltd. 
Pioneer Mill Co., Ltd. 
Puna Sugar Co., Ltd. 
Waimtia Sugar Mill Co., Ltd., The 

Total 
C. Brewer & Co., Ltd. 

Hakalau Sugar Co., Ltd. 
Hawaiian Agricultural Co. 
Hilo Sugar Co., Ltd. 
Hutchinson Sugar Co., Ltd. 
Kilauea Sugar Co., Ltd. 
Olokele Sugar Co., Ltd. 
Onomea Sugar Co. 
Paauhau Sugar Co., Ltd. 
Pepeekeo Sugar Co. 
Wailuku Sugar Co. 

Total 
Castle & Cooke, Inc. 

Ewa Plantation Co. 
Kohala Sugar Co. 
Waialua Agricultural Company, Ltd. 

Total 
Theo. H. Davies & Co., Ltd. 

Hamakua Mill Co. 
Laupahoehoe Sugar Co. 
Honokaa Sugar Co. 

Total 
Bishop Trust Co., Ltd. 

Gay & Robinson 
Grove Farm Co., Ltd. 

Grove Farm Co., Ltd. 
Grand Total 

1959 

141,691 
16,613 
17,978 

176,282 

33,815 
s2,,~23 
54,084 
44,667 
51,836 
4.6~ 

241,515 

29,615 
40,746 / 
30,584! 
25,345 
12,805 
20,491 
29,433 
24,223 
29,981 
27.847 

271,070 

34,899 
50,253 
56,115 

141,267 

27,159 
41,234 
31,712 

100,105 

16,737 

27 1 656 
974,632 

1960 

143,440 
16,264 
22,577 

182,281 

37,023 
51,078 
63,564 
48,846 
43,480 

3,690 
247,681 

23,287 
45,098 
25,018 
25,151 
14,969 
24,385 
24,726 
15,927 
23,576 
22,962 

245,099 

44,283 
41,934 
57.694 

143,911 

20,786 
33,182 
22,653 
76,621 

12,761 

27,390 
935, 7Lt4 

!!/ There is a mi.sprinting in the Hawaiian Securities Manual. Figure 
given here has been checked with company annual report. 

Sources: HSPA Sugar Manual, Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association, revised, 
June 1961, pp. 14-15; Manual of Hawaiian Securities, Honolulu Stock Exchange, 
1961, p. 147. 
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The 27 plantations jointly own the stock of the California and Hawaiian 

Sugar Refining Corporation, a cooperative organized under the Capper-Volstead 

Act, a Federal law which authorizes the formation and operation of marketing 

associations by producers of agricultural products. C & H operates a large 

refinery in Crockett, Ca.lifornia, \-Jith a capacity of approximately 775,000 

tons of raw sugar per year, and a smaller plant in Aiea, near Honolulu. About 

95 per cent of the raw sugar produced in Hawaii is shipped to the Mainland, 

mostly to Crockett but with some surplus going to the Gulf and Atlantic Coast 

areas, to be refined and marketed. The other 5 per cent is refined at Aiea 

and sold for local consumption. 

Only about 20 per cent of the Hawaiian raw sugar shipped to the Mainland, 

the part which goes to the Gulf and Atlantic Coast areas, is sold at a price 

directly related to New York raw sugar prices. The other 80 per cent which 

is refined by C & His marketed in refined form in the 11 Western States, a 

traditional market for C l" H, and the Midwest. Proceeds from the sale of 

raw and refined sugar (including tlte part sold for local consumption), minus 

the expenses incurred by C & H for processing and marketing, constitute the 

net return on Hawaiian sugar. This amount is then distributed to plantations 

in approximate proportion to their sugar production. Thus the price which 

Hawaiian producers get for their sugar is not known until the end of the sugar 

year. This price may not haVE! any direct relationship to New York raw sugar prices 

In computing costs, C & His entitled under the law to include an 8 per 

cent dividend on stated capital value. This in effect represents a payment of in• 

terest on the investments of the 27 plantations in C & H. 8 Since C & His organized 

as a cooperative, it is not subject to Federal and California state income taxes. 

8Plantations receive 8% return on C & H Stated Capital, which comprises 
original and subsequent plantation investments in the cooperative. In addition 
to Stated Capital there is a Capital Reserve about twice the value of Stated 
Capital in 196l(reflected in current working capital and assets), on which 
it is claimed plantations do not receive 8% dividends. 1'hus industry claims 
that plantations are entitled to but are not receiving 8% return on their total 
investments in C & H. 
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TI1e independent growers, undzr th.zir special cor..tracts with the pL.,.ntati(Jn::;, 

are paid the price per ton of raw sugar i,hicn the plantation receives from C &. H, 

minus cl1,1rses for hauling, har11es ting, processing and marketing th<.c· Lr sugar. 

A special forraula, which is subject to open hearing and the approval of the 

Department of Agriculture, is usea in computing the net return to each grower. 

Since individual cases vary, it is not ~,ossible to find a "represt!ntative" formula. 

'The following formula used for one grower in 1960 serves only as an illustration: 

TABU: 8 

COM?UTATION OF PAYNZNT TO AN INDEPI:.'NDENT GROWER, 1960 
(per ton of raw sugar) 

Revenues: 
Sugar $121.56 

Molasses 5. 71 

Charges for services bought from the mill: 

:Marketing 

Processing fee 

P.arves ting 

Hauling 

Road 

Payment to independent grower 

$ 9.07 
46. 71 
18.95 

22.00 
6.04 

~/ Not including compliance payment of $io.OO 

Source: Public hearings at Hilo, January 9, 1962. 

Competition from Beet Su~ar 

$127,27~/ 

102.83 

$ 24.44~/ 

As mentioned earlier., the uepartment of Agriculture is charged with the 

duty of maintaining reasonable prices for both consumers and domestic producers 

of 'sugar. Being more interested in the national scene, the Department of 

Agriculture usually takes the N,~w York wholesale refined sugar price as the 

"representative" price. Ho-Jever, this price is losing, if it h,1:; not already 

lost, its representativeness as a result of competition for markets and advances 

in distribution technology in recent years. Sales ot refined sugar in hulk 1.~r 

pre-packed consumer-size packages have increased, ,Ji th the result that the 

100-pound bag price quotations of the Ne,,1 York exchange have bect'me l~ss 
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representative than they formi~rly were. 9 

Furthermore~ the New York wholesale refined sugar- prices are losing their 

significance in the Midwest and the Pacific Coast. Us.e of the basing point 

system at one time assured reasonably uniform prices throughout the country~ 

Differences in delivery prices at vari.ous cities were due mainly to differences 

in freight charges from the basing points .. Now, with relatively lower prices 

in the West and the Midwest as a result of competition from beet sugar, a wider 

discrepancy in price has developed between these areas and the East Coast 

(see Chart 1). Consequently,. to the extent that the U.S. quota system is in

tended to maintain a reasonable New York price, it has, not afforded the fullest 

protection to the Hawaiian industry, which sells primarily in the more competitive 

Midwestern and Western markets. 

The production of beet sugar in the United States fluctuates from year 

to year. But since 1956 it has climbed up steadily (see column 2 of Table 9). 

Part of this increase is due to greater yield per acre through technological 

improvements; mechanization and the use of monogJ:rm seeds have cut down unit 

costs of production. TI1e failure of Hawa.ii and Puerto Rico in recent years 

to fulfill their basic quotas provided another stimulus to step up beet sugar 

production. This was especially so in 1960 since the proration of the deficit 

which would have gone to Cuba as additional quota went mainly to domestic beet 

growers. In 1961, because additional production was needed to fill marketing 

quotas for domestic areas and to provi.de adequate carryover, no acreage restric

tion was imposed on any of th,c: dorm~s.tic sugar producing areas. As a consequence, 

the production of beet sugar :1.n 1961 is expected to rise by another 10 pel:' c1:1nt 

9Toe points in this and the following paragraph with respect to the 
' 1representativeness 11 of Ne,J York wholesale refined sugar prices arc discussed 
in Special Study on Su:'.ar, op. cit., pp. 36-41. 
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TABLE 9 

lJ. s. BEET SUGAR AND HAWAIIAN CANE SUGAR 
PRODUCTION 1945 - 1960 

(unit: 1,000 tons) 

u. s. Beet Hawaiian Cane 
Year Refined Raw Value 

1945 1,191 821 

1946 1,.422 680 

1947 1,719 872 

1948 1,280 835 

1949 1,461 956, 

1950· .. 1,878 961· 

1951 1,448 996 

1952 1,407 1,021 

1953 1,697 1,099 

1954 1,909 1,071' 

1955 1,625 1.140 

1956 1,837 1,100 

1957 2,050 1,087 

1958 2,056 765 

1959 2,187 975 

1960 2,224fl_/ 938 

fl.I Preliminary 

Source: HSPA Sugar Manual, Hawaiian Sugar Planter's Association, revised, 
June, 196_1, pp. 21 and 28. 

• 
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over 1960.lO 

In contrast to the rising production of beet sugar on the Mainland, Hawaii 

suffered great losses in sugar output because of the long strike in 1958. Since 

sugar cane is a two-year crop, damage of the strike was felt in the succeeding 

years (see Table 9). Not until 1961 was Hawaii able to recover fully and ap

proach the output of 1957.11 

Sugar beets are grown in 20 states and processed in 15. Table 10 shows 

that of the 11 Western states, in which C & H has its traditional market, 8 

are large producers of beet sugar.12 The sharp competition between' beet and 

cane sugar in this area since 1958 has forced down the price of sugar.• This 

competition\ has resulted in larger shipmen.'t:s; than pre'1±6ti:rs!)lf of e: & H su}sar to 

Midwest markets. Bu't: in order to sell in· the Midwest,, c· & E:' must absorb the 

difference in freight charges under the current basing point system. For 

example, it costs $19.20 to ship a ton of sugar from San Francisco to Chicago, 

but the cost is only $12.00 to ship the same amount of sugar from New Orleans. 

The freight absorption for C & H is therefore $7. 20, with ... consequent reduction 

in profits of Hawaiian sugar companies. 

lOThe Sugar Situation, Agricultural 1"1:arketing Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, March 1961, p. 8. 

11According to Mr. Slator M:i.ller, vice president of the Hawaiian Sugar 
Planters' Association, the Hawaiian production of sugar in 1961 was about 1,075,000 
to 1,085,000 tons, raw value. The production in 1957 was 1,0d7.000 tons. 

12These are California:) Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Utah, Washington 
and Wyoming. The other three staten are Arizona, Nevada, and New Mexico. 



TABLE 10 

BEET SUGAR PRODUCTION nr FIFTEEN STATES --1956-57 TO 1960-61 

State 1960-618 1959-60 1958-5'9 1957-58 1956-57 

California 10,943,374 12,396,527 9,350,672 11,240,300 9,431,015 
Colorado 9,409,233 7,152,315 7,887,498 7,836,142 6,525,555 
Idaho 4,349,073 4,663,465 4,682,160 4,408,812 3,769,041 
Minnesota 3,700,586 2,632,021 3,210,552 2,667,926 2,781,638 
Nebraska 3,662,624 2,913,224 2,464,187 2,364,582 2,365,930 
Montana 2,679,618 2,347,225 2,582,403 2,577,635 2,477,915 
Washington 2,325,728 2,145,556 2,259,385 2,247,664 1,914,240 
Michigan 2,276,325 2,273,632 2,430,822 1,972,172 . 1,797,857 
Wyoming 1,842,122 1,642,418 1,648,837 1,551,413 1,477,339 
Oregon 1,602,067 1,753,678 1,832,132 1,647,755 1,535,735 
Utah 1,481,139 1,585,630 1,290,184 1,364,153 1,382· ,209, 
Ohio 1,036,544 763,841 859,328 758,929 564,923 
South Dakota 331,719 324,016 294,415 245,077 301,613 
Iowa 238,854 231,097 247,412 231,371 297,350 
Wisconsin 183,873 224 2 365 343,487 245 2858 233 2 375 

TOTAL - BAGS (Refined) 46,062,879 43,049,010 41,383,474 41,359,789 36,855,735 

TOTAL - (Short tons, 
raw value) 2,464.,_ 364 2,303,122 2,214,016 2,212,748 1,971,782 

aPartly estimated. 
Statistics by crop year, which is for spring planting and fall harvesting in first year named, 

except in Imperial Valley of California, where figure is for fall planting in first year named and 
spring harvesting in following year, Sugar beets are grown also in Illinois, Indiana, North Dakota, 
New Mexico and Texas, and processed in plants located in states listed above. 

Source: HSPA Sugar Manual,Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association, revised, June, 1961, p. 27. 
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Hawaii's Disadvantages in Competing with Beet 

The Hawaiian sugar industry has cited the following major disadvantages 

in competing with beet sugar on the Mainland: 13 

(1) High transportation cost. Hawaii has to haul its product 2,200 miles 

or more across the ocean to be refined and then marketed; beet sugar refineries 

are close to beet growers. In 1961, the freight and handling cost per ton of 

raw sugar from Hawaii to Crockett was about $7.60. 

(2) Hawaii (or C & H) has to absorb freight when selling in the Midwest. 

On the other hand, the beet sugar producers because of their closeness to the 

market may in most cases benefit from phantom freight and in some cases absorb 

less freigh~ than C & H does. 

(3) High labor cost. The average daily earnings of all Hawaiian sugar 

workers were $17.58 -- $13.18 in cash and $4.40 in fringe benefits. This com• 

pares with $8.90 for the mainland beet area. 

(4) The compliance payments benefit beet sugar producers more because 

they are mostly small producers. 14 In 1960, beet growers received an average 

payment of $15.80 per ton of sugar, raw value, against Hawaii's average of 

$9.54 per ton. 

(5) The State of Hawaii levies a general excise tax of 2 per cent on the 

production of sugar; beet sugar producers on the Mainland do not have to pay 

this tax. 

13 For an excellent presentation of the viewpoints of the Hawaiian sugar 
industry, see Slator M. Miller, "Hawaiian Sugar - Present and Future," OJ!. cit. 

14see previous section on compliance payments in Part I. 
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These may be valid arguments to a large extent. But the success of a 

business firm or an industry often depends on its ability to achieve high effi

ciency and overcome some of: the handicaps imposed by nature or human institu

tions. Thus, the disadvantages which Hawaiian sugar has in terms of distance 

to the market would have to be counterbalanced by lower unit costs of production. 

The large scale of production and the high degree of mechanization in Hawaii 

have bee.n conducive in the past to high efficiency and lower unit costs of 

production. But Hawaii may be approaching a high plateau in its technological 

development, while beet sugar production continues to benefit from the intro

duction of monogerm seeds and increased mechanization. Thus, the advantages in 

productive efficiency which the Hawaiian sugar producers have enjoyed may be 

disappearing, while the disadvantage due to distance seem to be more perma.nent. 15 

Although wages of sugar workers in H::rnaii may be high in comparison with 

mainland cane and beet areas, because of the high degree of mechanization and 

the high yield per acre of land, Hawaii's labor cost per ton of sugar does not 

compare too unfavorably with other areas. A Department of Agriculture study 

shows that in 1960 Hawaii had the highest hourly wages for field workers but 

the lowest man-hour requirement per ton o:E sugar produced among all the 

domestic sugar producing areas (see Table 11). Thus, Hawaii's labor cost per 

ton of sugar was $30, as compared to Louisiana's $36, Florida's $24, Puerto Rico's 

$45 and the beet area 's ·.<':27 (tl1c_•. se f' 1 d f · b f · t ) , - igures exc u .e n.nge ene 1 s • On the 

other hand, Hawaii had the largest increase in hourly wages over the 1947-1949 

base period. This resulted in an increase of 11 per cent in labor cost per 

l5 The Hawaiian sugar indus'try since 1958 has been able i..:o reduce its 
transporat:ion cost of sugar from Hu1.1aii to Crockett by about 20 per cent 
through containerization. 
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TABLE 11 

FARM LABOR COSTS AND MAN-HOURS PER TON OF SUGAR, 
AND HOURLY EARNINGS OF FIELDWORKERS 

Labor Costs Man-Hours Hourly Earnings 
Area Per Ton Sugar a/ Per Ton Sugar of Fieldworkers a/ 

1947 Change 1947 Change 1947 Change 
-49. 1960 % -49 1960 % -49 1960 % 

Louisiana $48 $36 -25 118 48 -59 $.41 $ • 74 +80 

Florida 38 24 -37 58 22 -62 .66 1.11 +68 

Hawaii 27 30 +11 30 17 -43 .93 1. 74 +87 

Puerto Rico 44 45 + 2 134 89 -34 .33 .so ·+52 

Beet Area 33 27 -18 41 23 -44 .82 l.18 -1-44 

!!:,.I Excludes fringe benefits. 

Source: "Labor Productivity On Sugar Beet and Sugar Cane Farms ir, 
the United States," Sugar Reports, Sugar Division, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, November 1961, p. 30. 



ton of sugar over the same period, although man-hour requirements per ton 

declined 43 per cent. For most other areas, there was a reduction in labor 

cost per ton of sugar. The reduction for beet areas was 18 per cent. 16 

fa.bar cost is just a part of the cost of production. In order to maintain 

the high productivity of labor, it is necessary among other things to maintain 

a high level of capital investment. The gains from technological improvements 

must, in addition to providing higher wages, be sufficient to defray added 

costs for non-labor inputs and amortization of capital outlays for production 

facilities. on the basis of the data shown in Table 11, the Department of 

Agriculture concludes that in Hawaii "workers received through higher earnint',b 

essentially all of the savings in labor cost resulting from technological. 

gains. 1117 

It must be cautioned, however, that 1960 was still a low production y.,,1 

for Hawaii, anq that 1961 is more likely to bring a more normal return to tlui 

Hawaiian sugar industry. 18 Had the Department of Agriculture comparison been 

made for the year 1961, the results could be quite different. However, the 

entire problem of productivity measurement and the sharing of gains from 

productivity is a major study in itself and will not be dealt with further in 

this report. 

1611 Labor Productivity on Sugar Beet and Sugar cane Farms in the United 
States," Sugar Reports, Sugar Division, U. s. Dept. of Agriculture, Nov., 1961, 
pp. 19-31. 

17 Ibid., p. 31. 

18see discussion onpage 22 and in footnote 11. 
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With respect to the higher compliance payments to beet growers, these 

stem from the workings of the overall U.S. quota system. While past sugar legis

lation was intended to benefit all domestic producers, there can be little doubt 

that the beet growing states constitute a formidable bloc in Congress. Thus, it 

ts not likely that Congress will change the method of payment, ·since the interests 

of so many beet-growing states are involved. This is a fact which the Hawaiian 

sugar industry has recognized.: . 

With respect to the 2 per cent excise tax, whether or not it should be 

considered a special burden on the tax-paying industry depends on the extent 

to which the tax may be shifted. In view of the competitive nature of the sugar 

market on the Mainland, however, it is n.ot likely that the tax could practically 

be shifted forward to consumers. Neither is it likely that the tax would be 

shifted backward to the suppliers of labor, materials and other services, given 

the·strong position of the ILWU on the islands and the tight control which the 

five factors have on the sugar companies~ From this it may be concluded that 

the general excise tax is a burden which mainland competitors of the Hawaiian 

sugar industry do not have although it is possible that other states may have 

some other taxes which are more burdensome to sugar growers than in Hawaii. 

Yet any state of the Union is free, within its constitutional rights, to levy 

a tax which it considers to be fit. Whether a tax is a burden is therefore a 

different problem than whether it is fair or whether a tax reduction is necessary 

to provide relief to the industry. These latter problems will be analyzed in 

later sectiq:i.sof this report. 

The above discussion suggests that Hawaiian sugar is facing serious com

petition from mainland be·et sugar. Yet· the fact of competition alone would not 

seem to justify a major change in public policy toward a private industry> 
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particularly in a private enterprise economy which presumably thrives on com• 

petition. A more relevant consideration would seem to be whether or not t;he 

industry can still earn a fair rate of return in the face of increasing competition 

P;ofitabilit~ of the Hawaiian Sugar Industry 

At first glance, the financial records of the Hawaiian sugar companies 

do not show that they have been able to make adequate profits in recent years • 

. A study of the annual reports issued by 24 of the 27 companies reveals that 

the number of firms which reported a net profit after taxes dropped from 21 in 
'. 

1956 to 18 in 1957 and 8 in 1958 and then went up to 11 in both 1959 and 1960. 

But it should be noted that many of the companies have for a number of years 

followed th~ practice of writing off as extraordinary charges, a static balance 

of deferred crop costs, which had been carried on their books since 1952.19 

The net profit figures so<Qerived do not give an accurate indication of the 

operating results of the current years. In accordance with standard accounting 

procedures, net profits after taxes, but before the deduction of extraordinary· 

charges, are therefore used in the compilation of Table 12 to show the profita• 

bility of the sugar companies during the years 1956 to 1960. 

According to this revised method of indicating profitability, all 24 com

panies made profits in 1956, 22 showed profits in 1957, but only nine were 

profitable in 1958, the year of the strike. The recovery was slow. Fourteenf:Lrms 

made profits in 1959 and 13 in 1960. 20 In terms of absolute profits, fewer fi~ 
< 

19The static balance of deferred crop costs was created when the eoaip.anies 
changed their accounting method from the crop accrual to the annual accnal tne.tllod,. 
Under this new system, all direct field costs incurred in each calendar :,eu it\ 
bringing current and future crops to matu,:;:ity are chargec;l against tb.e net income . 
for the year, and none of the expendi'tures are deferred tQ the year in which .the. 
particular crops are harvested as formerly done under the ex-op accrual method •. 

20This revised method of indicating profitability gives a l_es.s pessim.f.s~c •. · 
picture of the Hawaiian sugar industry 1:>ecause extraordinary chargas,wh14'th re.du.ea 
profits or increase losses of the current years, have been e~clude:d.. For a datai.1e4 • · 
listing of profit experience of Hawaiian sugar plantations, see Appendix.. 
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. TABLE 12 

NET PROFITS AFTER TAXES BUT BEFORE THE DEDUCTION OF EXTRAORDINARY CHARGES, 
24 HAWAIIAN SUGAR PLANTATIONS, 1956~1960 

... .. 

· Number of Firms Making Losses Number of Firms Making Profits 

1956 1957 

1 

..... ,·---.~~ .. --
- 1 

--

1958 

4 
1 
4 
3 

1 

15 

1959 

7 
1 

1960 

2 
1 
4 
3 

-1- .... 

Under $50,000 
$50,000 - $100,000 

$100,000 - $200,000 
$200,000 - $300,000 
$300,000 - $40Q,OOO . 

· $400,000 -.;.. :'.-,$soo_,:ooo.---<, 
$500,000 - $750,000 
$750,000 - $1,000,000 

Over $1,000,000 

1956 1957 

4 2 
1 2 
3 4 
6 4 
2 3 

" •'''2 ·< · · . · '2 ·. 
4 2 
1 2 
1 1 

24· 22 -

1958 

1 

-

1959 1960 

2 

3 
7 
1 

·,:·.: ·:•,,,.• 

1 
-

l 
1 
6 

3 ··. 
-·1-•·•;:·;g'·;'·. 
l I 

'"'14 . 13. ·___,...... . -----
Sources: Annual reports of the companies; Manual of Hawaiian Securities, Honolulu Stock Exchange, 

1957-1961. 
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were able to earn a large profit in 1958-1960 than in 1956-1957 while more 
J 

firms suffered large losses. The worst year was, of course, 1958. 

Based on the same procedure, it can be shown that only two of the 24 planta

tions made a profit (after taxes but before the deduction of extraordinary charges) 

consecutively during the five years, 1956-1960. Ten made profits in four out Qf 

the five years, nine in three years, two in two years, and one in only one year. 

It is difficult to give an accurate estimate of the rate of return on stock

holders' investment in the sugar companies. Taking the rate of return as profits 

(after taxes but before the deduction of extraordinary charges) divided by the 

average stockholders' equities during the year would yield the result that even 

in the normal years of 1956 and 1957, less than half of the companies made a 

return over 6 per cent. On the other hand, if the rate of return is taken as 

profits (again after taxes but before the deduction of extraordinary charges) 

divided by the average market prices of the stocks during the year, the rate 

of return would have been more than doubled for most of the companies. This 

is because the market prices of the stocks of most of the companies had been 

lower than half their book values during the period. 21 

The fact that market prices of many plantation stocks have continually been 

much lower than book values for a number of years suggests the possibility that 

although individual assets of plantations may be undervalued as claimed by the 

industry, the total value of all the assets belonging to the plantations as 

going concerns may have been overstated. This is because from the point of view 

of investors the unsatisfactory profit situation of the plantations may not justify 

the valuation of total assets as the summation of all individual asset values. 

21 
For example, the book value per share of common stock of McBryde Sugar 

Company was $15.89 in 1960 (average stockholders' equity of $7,466,392 divided 
by 470,000 shares), and earnings per share after taxes but before extraordinary 
charges $0.84 ($395,867 divided by number of shares), giving a rate of return 
of 0.84/15.89 or 5.29 per cent. On the other hand, using the average stock 
price of the year $6.125 as the base, the rate of return would be 0.84/6.125 
or 13.72 per cent. 
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In accounting terminology, there may be negative goodwill. In economic terms, 

there may be some sunk costs which may have to be considered as losses (if there 

are no alternative profitable uses) rather than being included in the total 

value of assets. If this is the case, then the use of stockholders' equities 

(which is book value multiplied by the number of shares) in computing the rate 

of return may result in a downward bias. On the other hand, the use of market 

prices of stocks may yield an upward bias if the stocks are closely held and 

the sales are made only in small quantities by a few minority stockholders. 

Besides, stock prices may also be unduly influenced by psychological factors. 

It may also be pointed out that the profits which appear on the books of 

the sugar companies depend, among other things, on transactions between the 

companies And their agencies which are also large stock owners of these comp.aides. 

If the services which the factors render the sugar .companies ard over-charged.~ 

then profits of the companies would be understated by the same amount:. This 

possibility will be subject to careful analysis in a later section. Due to the 

above difficulties, no attempt is made here to derive the rate of return in the 

Hawaiian sugar industry.22 

Spokesmen for the Hawaiian sugar industry have maintained that the industry 

is facing serious difficulties because of competition from beet sugar and the 

high cost of producing and marketing Hawaiian sugar. If these statements are 

being made solely on the basis of recent experience, it should be remembered 

that 1958-1960 were abnormal years and that the 1961 output is quite likely to 

return to the 1957 level. Even though the return on raw sugar from C & His 

lower (approximately $117.2 per ton in 1961 as compared to $121.6 in 1960), 

22The Department of Agriculture gives the estimate that" in recent years, 
earnings of beet sugar processors and canesugar refinersasa percent~ge of 
net worth have averaged around 7 to 9 per cent. Strictly comparable data are 
not available for raw sugar mills, but it is believed these earnings average 
somewhat lower," (Special Study on Sugar, op, cit., p. 41) 
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UL THE HAWAIIAN GENERAL EXCISE TAX ON SUGAR 

Histo!i.£al Background 

'I'he Hawaiian general exc:ise tax on sugar processing and canning activities 

was first levied in July 1935. The rate at that time was l 1/4 per cent, the 

smi.e as that on x-etailing and other services, but higher than the 1/4 per cent 

on other manufacturing and producing. With the exception of a brief period 

in 1937~ the tax on sugar and canning was kept at the level of l 1/4 per cent 

until 1939:1 when. it was raised 1:0 1 1/2 per cent. This latter rate was main

tained, with ~:ne interruption in the fiscal year 1944, until 1947. Effective 

July 1, 1947:, the tax on sugar processing and canning activities was increased 

to 2 1/2 per cent. At the same time, the tax on other manufacturing and pro

ducing was increased from 1/4 per cent to 1 1/2 per cent. On July 1, 1957, 

the tax on other manufacturing and producing was reduced to 1 per cent! The 

law was also revi.sed at this time so that other types of canning (except 

pineapple) w~re to be taxed at the same 1 per cent rate as other manufactur~ 

ing and producing. At the same ti.me, the tax on retailing and services was 

raised from 2 1/2 per cent to 3 1/2 per cent. As of January 1, 1961, the 

tax Oll sugar and pineapple was reduced to 2 per cent and the tax on other 

mazmf~cturing and pr~ducing to 1/2 per cent. Chart 2 traces the trend of tax 

changes f,.:-om 1935 to the present. 

By law~ the tax base for tht:i 2 per cent general excise tax on sugar is 

the coMputed value of raw sugar before it enters interstate commerce plus 

the inc:.rease in value at the re,finery in Hawaii on sugar refined and sold 

locally. The :raw value is determined by subtracting from the net returns from 

C & H the :following items: (1) an allowance for freight 1 handling and insurance 

charges from Hawaii to Crockett, to be determined every year jointly by the 
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CHART 2 
TRENDS IN CERTAIN TAX RATES 

Pineapple Canning and Sugar Processing Tax vs. Other Producing and Manufacturing Tax 

Per cent Per cent 

2-3/4 

2 

1-3/4 

1~ 

1 

3/4 

Pineapple Canning 
Sugar Processing 

Other Producing 
and M'anufacturing 

2-3/4 

2\ 

2%'. 

2 

1-3/4 

n 
1½; 

l 

3/4 

l 

"2 

t 

July 1 1935 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 51 53 55 57* 59 61 

*All types of canning taxed alike with pineapple canning until July 1, 1957 when pineapple 
canning alone segregated, and other types of canning were subjected to same tax rates as 
other producing and manufacturing. 

Source: Tax Foundation of Hawaii, May 11, 1960. 

I 
~ 
Vt 
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State Department of Taxation and the sugar agencies on the basis of actual 

costs of the preceding year; and (2) a deduction of 8 per cent of the net 

returns from C & H "as a reasonable allowance for contingencies and for normal 

return attributable to the marketing of such product (on the Mainland)~ 1123 

As explained earlier, C & H returns all its proceeds from the sale of 

raw and refined sugar, including the part of the refined sugar sold for local 

consumption in Hawaii, to the Hawaiian sugar companies, after the deduction 

of all processing, marketing and shipping expenses incurred by C & H both at 

Crockett, and Aiea. Included among these expenses is the fifty cents per 100 

pounds raw value equivalent processing tax levied by the Federal Government 

in connection with the quota system, and the 8 per cent dividend return on the stat

ed capital value of stocks which the Hawaiian sugar companies 'own, in C & H. 

But the freight between Hawaii and Crockett, is not a part of the expenses 

of C & H. 24 

In 1960, the net return which the Hawaiian sugar comp,anies received from 

C & H was $121.56 per ton of sugar, raw value. The freight(handling and 

insurance) allowance for the same year was $7.601 per ton. The tax base per 

ton of sugar, raw value was therefore $104.23, i.e., $121.56 - $7.601 - 8 per 

cent of $121.56. 

The compliance payments which the sugar processors and growers receive 

from the U. S. Department of Agriculture are considered by the state aa other 

23Revised Laws of Hawaii, 1955, 117 - 14 a - 4. Words in parenthesis added. 

24 In arriving at the sales proceeds of C & H, the revenue from the sale 
of refined sugar at Aiea is included, together with an artificial freight pay
ment by Aiea to the main office of C & Hin California. This is the freight 
from Hawaii to Crockett. But since the expenses of Aiea are also a part of 
the C & H expenses, this is only an internal bookkeeping transaction with no 
effect on the tax base, although Aiea will show in its books a higher cost by 
the amount of the freight. 
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income, subject to the 3 1/2 per cent tax on retailing and services. This 

treatment is the same for "other incomes" of other manufacturers. 

Formerly the independent growers paid a wholesale tax upon the sale of 

their cane to the mills for processing. But since 1956, they are treated as 

processors. They retain title to the sugar and are paiq according to net 

returns from C & H per ton of raw sugar and the charges made by the mills 

for services rendered. As processors, they also pay the 2 per cent general 

excise tax on the value of raw sugar, and the 3 1/2 per cent tax on compliance 

payments. 

The general excise tax applies equally to sugar refin€d a~d sold in 

Hawaii, but a credit is allowed on the amount of tax alrea.Jy paid on raw sugar. 

In other words, the refinery pays 2 per cent on the difference in value between 

refined and raw sugar. Molasses and other by-products, whether they are sold 

in California or in Hawaii, are taxed at the 1/2 per cent rate applicable to 

other manufa.cturing and producing. 

The amounts of general excise tax on sugar collected in 1935-1960 are 

presented in Table 13. The dip in revenue in 1958 was due to the strike, 

but the drop in 1960 was largely because of tax relief for sugar produc~~r, in 

Kauai and Hawaii who suffered heavily from Hurricane Dot, 

The Problem of Eguit_y 

The sugar and pineapple industries have made the case that the general 

excise tax on sugar and pineapple is inequitable because the rate is higher 

than .:m other manufacturers and producers. It has also been pointed out by 

their spokesmen that since sugar and pineapple are facing serious competition 

the state should not impose additional hardships on these two industries in 

the form of a general excise tax. These are two separate issues and should 
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TABLE 13 

GENERAL EXCISE TAX COLLECTIONS ON SUGAR, 1935-1960 

1935 (6 months) 
1936 
1937 
.1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 

273,414 Y 
773,560 
618,568 
618,294 
625,804 
692,121 
790,312 
776,354 
973,210 
865,429 
837,371 
943,129 

1,645,816 
1,837,081 
1~935,535 
2,736,551 
2,741,110 
2,699,106 
2,995,566 
2,787,998 
3,012,893 
2,598,708 
3,027,967 
1,683,942 
2,846,633 
1,968,830 

a/ Including tax on canning. 

Source: S~ate of Hawaii Department of 1azaliGn. 
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not be confused. The equity of the tax on sugar and the need for tax relief 

wi l1 b•c: analyzed in this and the following section. 25 

In order to evaluate the equity of the sugar tax, it is necessary to 

compute an effective rate which takes 1.nto account the special deductions in 

computing the tax base that are not available to other manufactures and pro-

<lueet'fl. 26 The problem of integration should also be con111idered since other 

ind;:istri.es may be subject to some tax pyramiding because of their inability tt 

attain the S;Jme degree of integration as sugar. Thus, the simple COlllparison 

betweer. the\ per cent and 2 per cent rates is likely t.o lead to unwarranted 

conc1usions on the equity of the tax. 

The ta:, base for the 2 per cent general excis• tax on sugar 11' supposedly 

the V,ilue of raw and refined sugar before entering interstate commerce. The 

value of raw sugar is arrived hy working backwards fr01ll. net returns from C & H 

and de.ducting the freight (,.1e.ndling and insurance) allowance and art 8 per cent 

allowanc,e for contingencies and normal return for marketing on the l{a.inland. 

A number of. problems arise because of this .coundab.out method of comput:atiQn, 

First., among the e,cpenses of C {'I:. H. there is included an 8 per cent div1-

.d.end on the stated capital value of stocks which thCi Hawaif.an sugar companiea 

own in C & H. The point at issue here is not wheth.er this rate is reasonable 

since it is spea-1.fied by the Federal and Cali,fotnia laws. Bl-'t because of the 

very fact that this dividend has already been allowed in caleulatil..ng net pro

ceeds to Hawaiian sugar companies the question may be raised as to why another 

8 per cent of the net returns from C 6, H should be .provided for contingencies &1\d 

normal returns for marketing on the Mainland. It is possible that if C & H 

25For discussions on the pineapple industry, see another study of the 
Economic Research Center of the University of Hawaii on The EconQfnic St&!(,U,fl 
of~th.1;: Raw~iian Pineapple Industry. 

26The other manufacturers and producers are allowed deductions for fre,i.ght, 
ha.ndJ.J,ng and insurance charges and marketing expenses on the Mainland. 
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were an independent firm, it may charge.a higher fee for its services and 

thus make a profit, including a normal rcaturn for marketing, higher than the 

8 per cent on stated capital v;alue, after the deduction of all expenses.. Yet 

it was setup as a non-profit-making cooperative, and any excess Qver dividends· 

must become a part of the net sales returns to the owner-plantations. Thus, 

' it becomes contradictory to assert, on the one hand, that C & His a cooperative 

and therefore should be exempted from f'ederal and California income taxes and 

on the other hand, that it should make a normal return on marketing in addition 

to the 8 per cent dividend allowed. The purpose of contingency allowances is 

to allow for possible changes in market prices on the Mainland. But since 

actual gross proceeds of sales are used~ there is no uncertainty involved, and 

consequently no need for such a provision. 

Second, the sales proceeds of C & H include revenues from sales of raw 

sugar in the Gulf and Atlantic areas. Under present legal interpretation, 

these sales of raw sugar enjoy the same 8 per cent allowance for contingencies 

and normal marketing returns that applies to sales of refined sugar. As ex• 

plained above, the purpose of the roundabout computation is to arrive at the 

value of raw sugar for tax purposes backwards from the value of refined sugar~ 

The justification of the 8 per cent allowance on net proceeds of refined' sugar 

has already been questioned. It would appear even less justifiable to allow 

the same 8 per cent on raw sugar sold. From this analysis, it would seem that 

the principal effect of the 8 per cent deduction is to lower the effective rate 

of the. general excise ,tax on sugar. 21 

27 
The points discussed in this section of the paper are mainly from an 

economist's point of view. The current practice of computing the value of 
raw sugar before entering interstate coowerce is sanctioned by a ruling of· 
the State Attorney General. But the reasonableness of this method of com• 
putation may be questioned here. 
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Third, allowing the same deduction for freight, contingencies and normal 

marketing returns on raw sugar refined and sold by the Aiea refinery results 

in a lower net price of raw sugar at Aiea. In this case the question may be 

! 11:aised as to whether deductions should be dlowed for sugar that has been 

kept within the state. However, since the refiner still pays the 2 per cent tax 

on the difference between the value of refined and raw sugar, the lower tax 

collected on raw sugar is compensated for by higher tax proceeds on refined 

sugar. 

Fourth,if the average cost per ton for refining sugar at Aiea is higher 

than that at Crockett or if the net sales revenue per ton of refined sugar is 

lower in Hawaii than on the Mainland, then the inclusion of Aiea in the com• 

putation of revenues and expenses of C & Hat Crockett would give a lower net 

return for mainland sales than otherwise. This would result in a lower esti-

, mate of the value of raw sugar before it enters interstate commerce, and a 

lower tax base. It is possible that the refinery at Aiea, being small, may 

have a higher uni.t cost. Furthermore, it is maintained by the manager of the 

Ai.ea refinery that the wholesale price of refined sugar in Hawaii is usually 

a few points below the basing point price ~t San Francisco. But since no 

detailed data are available to make a comparison of costs and revenues, and 

since the sales at Aiea represent only about 5 per cent of the total amount 

of raw sugar produced in Hawaii, this point may be disregarded. 

Fifth, the 8 per cent dividend applies to the stated capital value of 

C & H, which includes about 1/3 of the equity on assets in the refinery at Aiea. 28 

In other words, 8 per cent of about 1/3 of the value of investment at Aiea has 

been deducted as expenses of C & Hin computing net returns to Hawaiian sugar 

28Not all of the equity is in the form of stated capital value. The other 
portion is the capital reserve which in 1961 was about twice the stated capital 
value, See footnote 8. 



com:panie:s, Actually> .the difference between ,t.he sales proceeds of .c .& H and 

all its expenses on the Mainland including the 6 .per cent dividend on about: 1/3 

Qf its i:nvestinent a.t C:r,ockett with the .further deduction of freight handling 

a1~J :i.nsu:nmce allowances (and the 8 per cent allowance for contingency and 

normal marketing returns~ according to the current: practice) should give the 

:vdue of raw sugar :which is about to enter interstate commerce& The inclusion 

of 8 per cent return en about 1/3 of investment at Aiea thus lowers the esti• 

mated value of raw sugar before leaving the staLe. 

Last, but not least, molasses (and other by ... produets) are treated as by-

products in the sugar mills and the C & H refineries. In cost accounting. if 

a manufacturer produces more than one product, the products may be considered 

as joint products, with proper allocation of overhead costs to each product. 

Or, if the other products are not too important in terms of total revenues, only 

one product may be regarded as the main product, with all _the expenses charged 

to it. In this case, the sales proceeds of the by~products are inclIJded as part 

' pf the revenues of the main product, Since the Hawaiian sugar industry considers 

molasses (and other by-products) as by-products, their value in accordance with 

usual cost accounting procedure, should then be included in computing the value 

of raw or refined sugar, subject to the same 2 per cent tax. This is especially 

important at the C & H level since all the expenses o,f C & H have been deducted 

from sugar sales to arrive at net returns. However, the cui;rent practice has 

been to keep the sales proceeds of mo-lasses separate and thus taxable only at 

tl-1.e 1/2 per cent rate, applicable to other manufacturers and ptoducers, 

On the basis of the previous analysi.s, a formula may be derived to facili

tate computati.on of the effective tax rate paid by the local sugar inclostry. 
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It reads as follows: 

Effective rate 
= Tax collected per ton of raw sug!_r 

Adjusted tax base per ton of rat-1 sugar 
value of molasses 

= 2o/G of adjusted C & H net returns + ¾% of raw sugar production 
C & H net returns - freight+ value of molasses+ 8% of 1/3 of investment at Aiea 

raw sugar production 

The tax collected includes 2 per cent of the adjusted C & H net returns 

(i.e., C & H net returns minus allowances for freight, handling and insurance 
\ 

charges and 8 per cent allowance for contingencies and normal marketing returns) 

and ~ per "Cent of the value of mola~rnes per ton of raw sugar. The adjusted tax 

base is equal to C & H net returns minus freight (handling and insurance) allow

ances plus the value of molasses per ton of raw sugar and the 8 per cent of 

investment at Aiea also reduced to the per ton basis. The last two items (val~,e. 

o;f molasses and 8 per cent of 1/3 of inve:stment are incomes of C & H which, 

according to our previous discussion,: should be included as a part of C & H 

income for tax purposes. 

In 1961, the net returns from C & H was $117.15 and the return from 

molasses around $5 per ton of raw sugar. The freight handling and insurance 

charges allowed for 1961 are not yet known, but the $7.6 per ton allowance of 

the preceding year may be used as an approximation •. one third of the investment 

at Aiea is roughly $0.8 million and the production of 1.961 is estimated a~ 

1,080,000 tons of raw sugar. Using the above data, the effective tax rate 
I . 

being paid by the Hawaiian sugar ind1113try in 1961 is calculated to be l. 77 per 

cent instead of 2 per cent~29 
_,/ 

i 
But it should be noted that the 1.77 per cent 

29Effective rate== 2% x (117.15 •· 7.6 - 8% x 117.15) + 3:!% x 5 
117.5 - 7.6 -!- 5 + 8% X 800,000 

1,080,000 

= 2% X (117.15 - 7.6 • 9,372) +·0.025 
117.15 - 7.6 + 5 + 0.059 

== l. 77% 
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rate has not yet taken account of the integration problems to which this report 

now turns. 

The.sugar industry in Hawaii is highly integrated. The sugar plantations 

own about 92 per. cent of the sugar cane which they process. Moreover, the indepen

d~nt growers are now treated the same way as the plantations, paying no tax on 

the intermediate product, i.e., cane. In the case of coffee, the growers pay ?i; 

per cent tax on the value of coffee beans, while the mills pay another~ per cent 

tax on the total value of coffee produced, with no credit for the tax paid on 

coffee beans. Thus there would be a tax saving for sugar if it is taxed the 

same~ per cent as other manufacturers and producers but only at the raw sugar 

level. Roughly, sugar cane accounts for about 25 per cent of the value of raw 

sugar. 30 Consequently, a 2 per cent tax on the raw value of sugar alone i.s 

equivalent to taxing 1.6 per cent on both the value of sugar cane and raw sugar 

(1.6 per cent= 2 per cent x 100/125). 31 Applying the ratio of 100/125 to 1.77 

per cent given in the previous paragraph,· the effective rate of sugar tax, after 

taking integration into consideration, would be 1.42 per cent for the year 1961. 

On the other hand, it may be legitimately argued that the compliance pay-

ments are actually an integral part of the sales proceeds of sugar and should 

be taxable at the 2 per cent rate instead of the 3% per cent under the current 

law. The actual amounts of payment vary with the siZt' of growers. But if we 

30Based on figures presented at Hilo Hearings, January 9, 1962. 

31The value of cane is 25 per cent of the value of raw sugar. If both cane 
and raw sugar are taxed at 1.6 per cent, the amount of tax is the same as if only 
raw sugar is taxed, and at 2 per cent. In other words, 1.6 per cent on 125 per 
cent of the value of raw sugar (i.e., value of cane and raw sugar) is equal is 
2 per cent on 100 per cent of the value oJ: raw sugar. Thus, 1. 6 per cent x 125, · 
:per .cent,= 2 per cent x 100 per cent, or 1.6 per cent = 2 per cent x 100/125. 
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assume that the average payment of $9.54 per ton of raw sugar for the year 

1960 applies also to 1961, then the effective rate for 1961 would be raised from 

1.42 per cent to 1.52 per cent. 

Is this rate of 1.42 per cent or 1.52 per cent compared with the~ per cent 

tax on other manufacturers and producers equitable to sugar? The answer is 

obviously no if attention is confined only to the general excise tax. But the 

canons of public finance do not require that every tax must be fair and equit

able in order for the system to be considered equitable. The inequity of some 

taxes may be balanced out by other taxes which may err in the opposite direction. 

As a matter of fact, when the general excise tax of 1\ per cent on sugar and 

canning activities was first levied in 1935, there was a long debate in both tb,o 

Territorial House and Senate regarding the equity of this tax in relation to 

the\ per cent tax on other manufacturing and producing,32 It was not possible 

to find an optimal solution then, but as a compromise, the tax rate on sugar and 

canning activities was cut from the original proposal of 2~ per cent and finally 

settled at lt per cent,33 In 1947, the repeal of the personal property tax 

was mainly responsible for the increase in general excise tax rates. 34 This 

gives further evidence to the interdependence of taxes within the same tax 

system. 

Until very recently, the problem of integration has never been brought 

3211 It is recognized ..• inequ:alities are inevitable, nor can every con• 
ceivable situation be properly provided for. Every effort has been made .•. 
to make this bill as equitable and fair as is possible under this form of tax
ation." Senate Ways and Means Committee, Territory of Hawaii, Session of 1935, 
Report no. 85, p. 421. 

33The rate was first set as flexible between 2 per cent and lt per cent, 
and finalized at lt per cent. 

34The tax on sugar and canning was raised from 1~ per cent to 2~ per cent; 
the tax on other manufacturing and producing from t per cent to 1\ per cent. 
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up ill the discussion of general excise taxes. But as indicated above it is 

also ,n important point to be considered·· in judging the equity of the overall 

tax.system. 

Another point which warrants consid~ration is that an inequitable tax ·, 

in favor of other manufacturers and prodtJ.cers may be justified if it is deemed. 

, desirable to promote a more diversified. -~conomy for the state. 

But such problems can best be consi~ered in the context of a careful ·. 
\"•,i 

1:i-· ' :s1tud,y of i:he over~all tax structure. It:would be beyond the scope of this'. 

, report to make such an evaluation. But a. study of this nature is highly 

{recommended and strongly urged. 

,,-,; ' 
,'.(}. '-l 

: The Problem bf Tax Relief 

Our discussion of the financial status of Hawaiian sugar industry'has 

\i1'dicate4 that the industfy was not able ~o make adequate profits in 19.S8·. 
:i;,t,;·. 
l_•i•, 

\ 1960 because of the strike in 1958, but that 1961 promises to be a better · 
11"· 

year. tn addition, the relationship between the five factors and the sugar 

. companies should be studied to see if the recorded profits or losses are 

indicative of the real situation. 

T\le five factors are large stockholders and have interlocking relation..: 1 

ships in 25 of the 27 sugar plantations, 35 The fees which the factors charge 

the sugar companies for services rendered have b_een the subject of heated 

argument in political and business circles. On the one hand, it is charged 

that the factors over•pri.ce their service.s and are therefore milking the sugar 

companie{I to the detriment of Mino:tity st0¢:kht1ldE!rs. On the other hand, it 

is a-rgued that the agency fees are set at ¢&St p:tus a very small markup and 

3.5 Interlocking relationships exist ~hen the directors and/01: officers of 
· one company se,:ve concurrently as directori and/or officers of another company. 
For more detailed discussion, see Mund and 'Hung, Interlock.ins Relationships, · 
in Haw!i¼ _and Public Resulation of Ocean Transportation, op. c!!, Information 
on the ~ther 2 companies are not avaUa11le. o; 
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it would cost the plantations much more if they hire their own personnel to 

perform these services. The issue is often charged with emotion and further 

clouded by a lack of publicly available data to verify the position taken 

by either side. But any thorough assessment of the profitability of sugar 

operations cannot very well avoid this problem. 

One point which needs clarification is that in judging the fairness of 

agency fees, the comparison is not to be based on what it would cost the 

sugar companies if they perform these functions themselves but rather on 

what these services would cost if the fees were determined competitively. 

There is no question that by providing financial, accounting, buying, shipping 

and techno-~ogical advisory services to a number of companies, the factors 

are able to cut down the unit cost of these services and that some of the 

savings may be passed on to the sugar plantations. The question rather is 

whether or not the sugar companies would be able to obtain these services from 

the factors at a lower price if there were competitive arm's length bargaining. 

The factors take the position that the agency fees they charge are fair 

and just. The fact that they own stocks of the sugar companies and that 

there are interlocking relationships, so they maintain, does not influ~nce the 

fees they charge one way or other. It is possible, however, to visualize a 

situation in which the loyalty of a director and/or officer of company A roay 

be subject to question if he is at the same time a director and/or officer 

of another company B which is in the process of bargaining with company A. 

The situation is even more difficult when B owns stocks in A and this person 

is elected director and/or officer of A because of B's stockholding in company 

A. A: g:ceat deal of pulilic anxiety can be dispelled if the factors an<" sugar 

plantations are able to prove tliat impartiality does exist und~r such d:i.fficult 

conditions. 



The factors also allege that the agency fees are based on cost, and 

that in some cases the fees may not even be sufficient to cover cost. A 

great deal depends on how the factors' agency expenses are determined and 

allocated for services rendered the sugar companies. The practices vary 

widely among the factors according to individual judgments and philosophies. 36 

Some factors attempt to establish an internal cost distribution system to deter

mine exactly how much it costs to render services to plantations. A markup 

is then added for profit. Others use a straight percentage of sales system, 

presumably allowing for a profit in the percentage fee charged. It is the 

contention of the latter group that a system of exact cost allocation is very 

arbitrary, if not impossible. Thus, it would seem that if the factors cannot 
\ 

agree on how exactly to allocate the cost of services, the argument that ·all 

sugar companies have been charged on the basis of cost loses much validity. 

The financial conditions of Hawaiian sugar plantations differ greatly. 

Some companies may be in serious trouble and this should be recognized by 

the state in planning its over-all policies. But the possibility of cutting 

cost in many areas should not be overlooked. The Hawaiian sugar industry 

leads the nation, even the world, in scientific and technological research 

on sugar. ·rt is quite possible that continued research on operational ef.fi

ciency at both industry and plantat; ... I lve• ,an lead to further reductions 

in cost. 37 

36 This was clearly brought our i li'Q i nt<:rv iews with factor and plantation 
officials conducted by a staff memlH.·t of the Economic Re8earch Center. 
These interviews also provided the major source of information for this 
report on factor-plantation relationships. 

37This point has been verified by interview with sugar industry people. 
There is ample evidence of industry attempts to improve operational efficiencies, 
particuh rly through mechanization. However, the industry recognizes the need 
for improvements for such things as harvesting and cane cleaning, irrigation, 
hauling and mill operations. There appears to be wide variance in operational 
and organizational efficiencies between plantations. 
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Among the problem areas that such stu<li.es could throw light on are the 

following: The possibU:i.ty of stream lining the 01:gaxi::b:ati.ot1. of certain 

plantations; the possibility of eliminating and consolidating some of the 

"margi.naJ. 11 plantations to ma.ke fuller nse of the capacity of other existing 

mills; possible improvements in the cur:re.11.t ac.count:lng system with regard to 

determination and allocation of costs; possible reconciliati.on of the wide 

discrepancy between stock market pr:Lces and book ·values; 38 the fairness of 

agency fees; the role of competition and arm's length bargaining :i.n the 

determination of prices for machinery and equipment which the plantations 

buy through the factors; and the reasonableness of the cost of services such 

as trucking and insurance, wh:i.ch the plantations purchase from the factors or 

their other subsidiaries. In suggesting these pr,J::• .. e.n:r. areas, the author is 

n.ot implying any possible abuses on the part of the factors and pla.nta.tions. 

But a careful and comprehensive study made by a di.si.ntereste.d observer would 

help to dispel doubts in many people's minds and to support the case of some. 

sugar plantations that may require a.ssistance from the state, 

Many of the independent sugar growers have been compla.J.nin.g that they 

suffer heavy losses on their crops and that some sugar compani.es over~charge 

them for services rende.red. 39 They complain especially about the fairness of 

a .5 per· cent markup which the mills charge as a profit above the cost of 

services other than processing. Their position is that the mills need the cane 

of independent growers just as much e.s the growers need the facilities of the 

mills i.n order to maintain capa.ci ty operations and hold down unit costs of 

processing. Thus, their argument goes, the arrangement i.s mutually beneficial, 

38For a discussion of discrepa.ncy between Market Value and Book Value 
of Sugar Company Stocks, see pp. 31-32.. 

39rnformation obtained from public hearings in Hilo held by the Department 
of Agriculture on January 8-9) 1962 ., 
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and the mills should not make additional profit out of the trans•ctions with. 

growers. The Department of Agriculture is charged with the responsibility of 

reviewing the fairness of service fees charged by the mills at ann·1al public 

hearings and also in more detail every four years. Yet there t1el.'i:.'.\/.t•., 

deal of dissatisfaction among the independent growers. Probably a study of 

the nature suggested in the previous paragraph will help to. cfarify this issue. 

The analysis in this section has been necessarily limited and tentac,ve 

because of the limited availability of data to justify a more definite state

ment. A more comprehensive analysis must await the availability of more ?re• 

cise and pertinent information on the operations of the various segments of 

the Hawaiian sugar industry. 

Effects of Sugar Tax Reduction on the Hawaii.an Econom..z. 

Will a sugar tax reduction help the Hawaiian economy? Where will the 

tax money go if a tax reduction is granted? Again the discussion m 

tentative because there are so many uncertainties involved . 

be 

The tu savings for sugar companies, under the current system ,;:,.:: ::ompi;.'.:.• 

ing the tax base, will be approximately $0.50 per ton of raw sugar i. .:he 

ta,x is reduced from 2 per cent to l½ per cent. Thus, \ per cent tax ,tduc• 

tion will mean, before federal and state corporate income taxes, savL'.:.gS to 

the Hawaiian sugar industry of about $600,000. This estimate is based on the 

aesumptton that Hawaii will be able to meet tts basic quota of appr. . : ly 

1. 2 million tons of raw sugar in 1962. 

i'or those companies which will be able to make a profit regarc.l,,;,s vf 

a tax reduction, the increased income resulted frOO\ tax savings will L,e. .s,,t~ .. 

ject to federal and state corporate income taxes. The federal rate '.:; \C µer 

cent on total corporate incomes up to $25,000 and 52 per cent on any ~;s,1<:•1,nt 

in excess of $25,000. The rates for the State of H,CJ.waii are 5 per esr..c1t s1,r1d 
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5\ per cent respectively. For those companies -which will make a profit only 

because of a ta..x reduction, not all of the tax savings will be subject to corpo

rate inc•.:>me truces since the latter apply just to the profit portion. Of course, 

the corporate income taxes will not apply at all to companies which will still 

not be able to ma.ke a profit after a sugar tax reduction. In this case, the full 

amount of sugar tax savings will help to r ◄:iduce losses, provided that there are 

no changes in other costs. The exact portions of sugar tax savings which will 

go to the Federal and State Governments in the form of corporate income taxes 

are hard to estimate. They depend on the number of companies which will make a 

profit before a tax reduction, and also on the size of their profits and losses 

after the reduction. 

The ILWU has been interested in raising the wages of sugar workers. A tax 

reduction will tend to strengthen their position in asking for such a raise, 

although the actual outcome will depend on collective bargaining between the 

ILWU and sugar companies. 

The sugar companies have been able to extract a concession from the Matson 

Navigation Company in lowering fr.eight rates from Hawaii to the West Coast. This 

was made possible partly because of the program of containerization, and partly 

because the sugar industry was able to cocvince Matson that it could do its own 

shipping at a lower cost. 4o A tax reduction could pave the way for negotiations 

on a possible freight rate increase, especially in view of the fact that Matson 

haa raised its freight rates on other cargoes three times since 1959. 

The sugar plantations lease about 37 per cent of their land from 221 lessors. 

These leases are usually on long-term bases. Consequently, a tax reduction may 

not increase the lease fees in the short-run. But this is a possibility which 

cannot be completely ruled out when the time for renegotiation comes. 

t,.OFor a discussion of Matson freight rates, see Mund and Hung, op. cit., 
pp. 28-35. 
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Some factors have been complaining that the agency fees they charge some 

sugar plantations are not evE~n enough to cover cost. 4l This may be an indica• 

tion that if a tax reduction is granted, there may be an increase in agency 

fees. 

The suga.r companies may use whatever tax savings are left after the 

above-mentioned possible deductions, for investment purposes or £or distribu

tion of dividends to stockholders. In general, investment depends more on 

the profitability of investment than on the availability of internal source of 

financing. Investment decisions are not likely to be influenced to any large 

extent by the availability of funds due to tax savings. On the other hand, 

it would not be difficult to borrow funds from financial institutions as 

long as the contemplated inveistment promises good returns. Unless the tax 

savings change significantly the profit outlook of Hawaiian sugar industry, a 

tax reduction would have very little effect on the industry's investment in 

Hawaii. In view of the fact that the tax savings after all possible deductions 

would probably be rather small, it is not likely that investment in Hawaii 

would increase as a result of tax reduction. By similar reasoning, invest

ment abroad may also not be affected. 

It is possible that the state may earmark the tax savings for investment 

or research in Hawaii only. Thi:s could be done through a tax credit plan 

which allows the sugar companies to deduct a part of their investment or 

research during the year as a ta,c credit. 42 

4lrnformation from interview with factor officials. 

42For the presentation of a tax credit plan to earmark the tax savings 
for investment in Hawaii, see Robert M. Kamins, Tax Problems and Fiscal Policx 
i_n Hawaii, Legislative Reference Bureau, University of Hawaii, 1962, pp.30-31. 
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The portion of the tax savings which m.iJht go to sugar workers, Matson. 

owners of land, the factors, and the stockholders of sugar plantations could 

·a1s9 generate income in the State of Hawaii through increased consumption and 

investment. 43 The net effect of a tax cut is hard to determine since we also 

have to consider what the state will do with the money if no t4X reduction is 

granted. 

As an alternative to a tax reduction the state may take a more direct 

approach to help the sugar industry. So far, research in sugar has been 

supported only by industry funds. The state may within its constitutional 

limits, instell;d of lowering the general excise tax, contribute funds or assist• 

ance to the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association Experiment Station, which is 

the official research organization of the sugar industry. Or the state may 

help build ir:rtigation systems, roads or other facilities to faciHtate the 

production and. marketing of sugar. These are only suggestions. More detailed 

discussion of .these matters is not attempted in this report • 

43Actually the amount of tax savings ava1lab\e, 11'1 ffl/Ost cases, will not 
be so large as to materially influence the divule-t'\&; \»Hey of individual 
plantations. 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The U.S. sugar quota system seeks to help domestic producers of sugar 

indirectly by maintaining higher prices through the restriction of production 

and imports. However·, due to serious competition from beet sugar in' the 11 

Western States and the Midwest, Hawaii is not getting as much protection from 

this system as some other areas. The financial records of the Hawaiian sugar 

plantations in 1958-1960 have not been encouraging, but 1961 promise to be a 

better year. 

The effective rate of the present gJneral excise tax on sugar is in the 

neighborhood of 1.5 per cent as compared to\ per cent for other manufacturing 

and producing. But the equity of the Hawaiian tax system in relation to sugar 

can only be determined after a careful study of the over-all tax structure is 

made. The inequity of some taxes may have been balanced off by other taxes 

which happen to err in the other direction. 

An objective study of the cost structure of sugar plantations and their 

relationship with the five factors will. help to determine if costs could be 

reduced through improved operational efficiency. It would also help to esta• 

blish a ·case for state assistance to some plantations if such a 0 need exists. 

It is difficult to predict where the tax money will go if a tax reduction 

is granted to the sugar industry. Unless the state earmarks the use of tax 

savings there is no assurance that a significant amount will be made available 

for investment in Hawaii. A tax credit plan may be adopted for this purpose. 

The state mqy also help the sugar industry directly through providing funds for 

research, building of irrigation. systems, roads and other facilities. 
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APPENDIX 

NET INCOME DATA FdR 24 HAWAIIAN SUGAR PIANTATIONS, 
1956-1960 (A) 

Alexander & Baldwin, Ltd. 
Hawaiian Commercial and 
Sugar Company, Ltd. 

Kahuku Plantation Co~ 

1956'l'c 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 

Net Income 
After Taxes 
But Before 

Extraordinary 
Charges 

$2,671,813 
l,L;39,537 
(267,152) 
223,007 
700,102 

1956~'1' $ 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 

45,778 
55,940 
37,189 

(152,982) 
(225,882) 

McBryde Sugar Co., Ltd. 
1956~'1' 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 

*Amended·· figures. 

$ 298,785 
211-1-,800 
(6,656) 

(516,330) 
395,867 

Net Income 
After Taxes 

Arid 
Extraordinary 

Charge,:_S_ 

$2,165, l8L1, 
932,908 

(794,652) 
(217,768) 
240,902 

$ (9,673) 
(1,170) 

(28,963) 
(244,982) 
(317,882) 

$ J.96, 135 
112,150 

(112,756) 
(609,324) 
236,867 

Total 
Stockholders 

Equity 

$41,709,143 
36,534,893 
35,153,630 
33,195,396 
32,498,304 

$ 2,919,718 
2,L1,l8,548 
2,349,585 
1,996,987 
1,679,105 

$ 9,095,418 
8,224,568 
8,111,812 
7,394,959 
7,537,826 
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APPENDIX 

NET INCOME DATA FOR 24 HAWAIIAN SUGAR PIANTATIONS, 

• 1956-1960 (B) 

Net Income Net Income 
After Taxes After Taxes Total 
But Before And Stockholders 

Extraordinary Extraordinary Equity 
Cha;-z.es Charges 

American Factors, Ltd. 
Kekaha Sugar Co., Ltd. 

1956 $ 493,376 $ 418,508 $, 7,746,052 
1957 480,854 405,986 7,015,246 
1958 105,602 30,524 6,865,850 
1959 (123,193) (200,602) 6,187,394 
1960 112,238 31,673 5,991,542 

Lihue Plantation Co., Ltd. 
1956 $ 587,342 $ 467,028 $14,752,948 
1957 588,507 449,290 14,800,467 
1958 219,182 90,918 14,791,385 
1959 (240,202) (368,459) 14,385,426 
1960 (212,263) (457,023) 13,663,370 

Oahu Sugar Co., Ltd • 
• 1956 $ 405,542 $ 195,410 $15,509,788 

1957 504,562 293,521 15,471,881 
1958 389,395 180,215 15,591,437 
1959 (135,537) (358,827) 15,112,610 
1960 378,113 161,247 15,153,857 

Pioneer Mill Co., Ltd. 
1956 $ 794,628 $ 632,489 $ 9,220,999 
1957 867,098 704,958 9,578,557 
1958 (1,762) (167,307) 9,344,087 
1959 (174,369) (339,915) 9,004,172 
1960 47,852 (136,002) 8,868,170 

Puna Sugar Co., Ltd. (Olaa) 
1956 $ 541,892 $ 443,008 $ 5,589,662 
1957 (534,631) (636,529) 4,952,329 
1958 (851,622) (953,520) 3,998,810 
1959 895,711 793,814 4,792,623 
1960 (170,004) (271,902) 4,520,721 

i 

( Waimea Sugar Mi 11 Co., Ltd. )*~>c 
1956 $ $ 58,098 $ 

• 1957 55,068 
1958 13,439 
1959 22,395 
1960 (18,801) 

**Information given. in annual reports of American Factors, Ltd. 
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APPENDIX 

• NET INCOME DATA FOR 24 HAWAIIAN SUGAR PIANTATIONS, 
1956-1960 (C) 

Net Income Net Income 
After Taxes After: Taxes Total 
But Before Aud Stockholders 

E~ctr.aordinary Extraordinary Equi.ty 
Char£es Charg_es 

C. Brewer & Co., Ltd. 
Hakalau Sugar Co., Ltd. 

1956~'( $ 42,422 $ (7,734) $1,756,546 
1957 J.l~, 185 (42,462) 1,714,084 
1958 . ((il2~371) (443,306) 1,270,778 
1959 (113,516) (177,916) 1,092,863 
1960 (l~65,005) {529,405) 3,563,458 

Hawaiian .. Agricultural Co. 
1956~'( $ 37,263 $ (49,404) $5,080,076 
1957 191,L~98 ., 101,954 5,057,027 
1958 (146,L~88) (202,392) 4,829,638 
1959 375,468 289,199 5,050,087 
1960 471,509 385,239 5,310,326 

• 
Hiio Sugar Co., Ltd. 

1956* $ 288,490 $ 228,214 $3,170,363 
... 1957 268 ,l~25 208,149 3,378,512 

1958 (13,193) (51,958) 3,326,554 
1959 234,292 174,171 3,500,725 
1960 105,356 43,852 3,544,578 

Hutchinson Sugar Co., Ltd. 
1956* $ 185,708 $ 141,119 $3,668,255 
1957 238,096 193)507 3,816,762 
1958 273,902 251,721 4,028 ,4-83 
1959 230,958 186,568 4,130,051 
1960 198,404 154,014 4,184,065 

Kilauea Sugar.Co., Ltd. 
1956* $ 83,404 $ 25,369 $1,598,020 
1957 (5,113) (68,931) 1,529,089 
1958 (150,278) (220,660) 1,308,428 
1959 (413,235) (500,935) 807,494 
1960 (112,027) (199,727) 1,507,767 

.. Olokele Sugar Co., Ltd • 
1956* $ 316,029 258,506 $5,385,234 
1957 277 ,0liO 219,518 5,447,252 
1958 (172,t~4-9) (196,092) 5,219,659 
1959 (152,30!+) (212,588) 5,007,072 
1960 107,373 33,789 5,006,486 
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APPENDIX (Continued) 
(C) 

-= 
'° Net Income Net Income 

After Taxes After Taxes Total 
But Before And Stockholders 

Extraordtnary Extraordinary Equity 
Charges Charges 

C. Brewer & Co., Ltd. 
Onomea Sugar Co. 

1956~\- $ 244,152 $ 139,133 $ 430,807 
1957 350,157 245,138 675,944 
1958 (421,113) (473,764) 202,181 
1959 219,926 108,526 310,706 
1960 58,582 (48,958) 3,261,748 

Paauhau Sugar Co., Ltd. 
1956,': $ 179,602 $ 107,377 $2,423,156 
1957 118,961 46,736 2,409,892 
1958 148,530 91,124 2,461,016 
1959 255,402 183,257 2,559,274 
1960 (29,212) (102,021) 2,357,253 

Pepeekeo Sugar Co. 
1956,'c $ 241,277 $ 180,380 $3,669,560 
1957 189,981 129,085 3,798,645 
1958 (60,598) (98,520) 3,700,125 
1959 131,320 70,502 3,770,627 
1960 (16,0B4) (77,549) 3,693,078 

Wailuku Sugar Co. 
1956~\- $ 2.L.6, 744 $ 170,948 $5,850,631 
1957 73,326 (2,469) 5,638,161 
1958 (Li.7,494) (150,470) 5,457,691 
1959 294,578 217 ,4.02 5,585,094 
1960 131,047 31,628 5,526,721 

~"Amended figures,, 
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APPENDIX .. 
NET INCOME DATA FOR 24 HAWAIIAN SUGAR PIANTATIONS, 

1956-1960 (D) 

Net Income Net Income 
After Taxes After Taxes Total 
But Before And Stockholders 

Extraordinary Extraordinary Equity 
Char~es Charses 

Castle & Cooke, Inc. 
Ewa Plantation Co. 

1956 $ 648,619 $ 648,619 $10,669,899 
1957 711,390 711,390 10,901,289 
1958 (238,392) (238,392) 10,602,897 
1959 (138,878) (138,878) 10,423,036 
1960 162,674 100,994 10,179,727 

Kohala Sugar Co. 
1956 $ 323,245 $ 323,245 $ 6,397,916 
1957 313,464 313,464 6,711,380 
1958 (224,273) (224,273) 5,892,107 
1959 249,209 249,209 6,141,316 ., 1960 (71,604) (71,604) 6,069,712 

Waialua Agricultural 
... Company, Ltd • 

1956 $ 652,216 $ 652,216 $11,183,260 
1957 482,756 482,756 11,222,398 
1958 341,217 341,217 11,323,614 
1959 133,826 133,826 11,217,441 
1960 315,629 410,190 11,281,717 
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APPENDIX 

NET INCOME DATA FOR 24 HAWAIIAN SUGAR PIANTATIONS, 
1956-1960 (E) -

Net Income Net Income 
After Taxes After Taxes Total 
But Before And Stockholders 

Extraordinary Extraordinary Equity 
Charges Charges 

Theo. H. Davies & Co., Ltd. 
Hamakua Mill Co. 

1956 $ 49,386 $ 49,386 $L,, 131,733 
1957 4 (105,085) 3,502,093 
1958 170,184 65,095 3,567,188 
1959 8,903 (96,186) 3,471,002 
1960 (201,684) (306,773) 3,164,229 

Honokaa Sugar Co. 
1956 $ 152,100 $ 152,100 $4,276,517 
1957 337,283 237,115 3,801,993 
1958 162,617 62,093 3,844,209 
1959 lll,, 667 14, 6L,3 3,799,221 
1960 (126,346) (227,570) 3,571,651 

Laupahoehoe Sugar Co. 
1956 243,134 243,134 6,227,044 
1957 170,505 58,151 5,363,965 
1958 (133,446) (247,800) 5,116,165 
1959 11,808 (150,046) 4,966,119 
1960 (142, ll8) (303,972) 4,662,147 

Sources: Company annual reports; Manual of Hawaiian Securities, 
Honolulu Stock Exchange, 1957-1961. 

( 
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